




Emergence:
/ɪˈməːdʒ(ə)ns/
In philosophy, systems theory, science, and art, emergence occurs when a 
complex entity has properties or behaviors that its parts do not have on their 
own, and emerge only when they interact in a wider whole.

noun



Firefly Drone Shows (2022)





Studio Roosegaarde (2015)



We need to reflect on the rapid change and digitalization.
This shift does not just entail fear but also opportunity.
As the next generation, we must respond to societal 
developments and seek innovative meaningful solutions.
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As Emergence we combine art and technology to 
develop new artistic instruments and reflect on 

our evermore digital society.
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Why do we combine Art & Technology?



Art to 
reflect 
on tech

Simon Weckert (2020)
The Google Maps Hacks
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Abstract: The Art of Design (2017)



How do we combine Art & Technology?



Interdisciplinary Team







The total Is greater than
the sum of

The components
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TU Delft Dream Teams ‘21 – ‘22
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Expectations
Evaluations
Iterations



Curiosity driven Mission driven

Platform Project New Media Project

Creating an artistic medium that makes TU Delft 
knowledge more approachable.

Use it to make an artistic experience that makes 
the audience reflect on our digital society.

Collaboration with TU Delft research groups.
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As Emergence we combine art and technology to 
develop new artistic instruments and reflect on 

our evermore digital society.
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